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QUESTION: 121 
What would be the most efficient method to store and retrieve data records that are variable 
in length and have a sequential numbering scheme? 

A. Random 
B. Sequential 
C. Relative record 
D. Virtual Sequential 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 122
 
Which of the following is a function unique to JES3 compared with JES2?
 

A. Interpretation of JCL 
B. Dependent job control 
C. SPOOLing of job output 
D. Queuing Jobs for execution 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 123
 
Which of the following PARMLIB members controls subsystem initialization during IPL?
 

A. LOADxx 
B. IEASYSxx 
C. IEASYMxx 
D. IEFSSNxx 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 124 
How many uniquely named batch jobs can be run simultaneously which were all submitted 
by the same TSO userid? 

A. 1 
B. As many as JES initiators allow based on job class 
C. All jobs submitted by the same user are run simultaneously 
D. 1 while the TSO user is logged on, 2 if the TSO user is logged off 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 125 
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In what order would the following records be sorted on a mainframe (assume ascending
sort)? 
Compute compute Advance 12 

A. compute Advance Compute 12 
B. 12 Advance Compute compute 
C. Advance Compute compute 12 
D. 12 compute Advance Compute 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 126
 
Which of the following describes today's mainframe?
 

A. Isolated from other platforms 
B. A reliable and secure platform 
C. Executes a single thread workload only 
D. Takes up more space than a server farm 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 127
 
SMP/E is typically used to install what?
 

A. APARs, PTFs, and user modifications 
B. Software upgrades, but not new software 
C. APARs, hardware changes, and user modifications. 
D. System functions (e.g. JES) but not components like CICS 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 128 
The TCP/IP file transfer program was used to transfer a UNIX executable program to a 
mainframe and from there to another UNIX system. The file on the UNIX system is 
corrupted and cannot execute. What is the most likely explanation? 

A. ASCII/EBCDIC translation corrupted the file. 
B. TCP/IP cannot be used to transfer executable programs.
C. Mainframes cannot be used to store executable programs. 
D. UNIX security automatically corrupts executable files being received. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 129 
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You have submitted a job with MSGCLASS= the held output class.  A message indicates 
that there is a JCL error and the job did not run. Assume you are starting from the 
TSO/ISPF main menu.  What is the correct sequence of commands to use to examine 
details of the error? 

A. Select SDSF. Option H. Tab to job. S command to select job. 
B. Select EDIT. Enter data set name and member. EDIT to see JCL error. 
C. Select SDSF. Option O since the job did not run. S command to select job. 
D. Select Utilities. Option DSLIST to see data sets. Find one in error and display. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 130
 
Which of the following sets of inputs is valid to the linkage editor (or binder)?
 

A. REXX code to interpret and a COBOL object deck. 
B. An assembler source deck and an assembler object deck. 
C. An existing load module, an assembler object deck, and a COBOL object deck. 
D. Object decks of any language providing that there are no internal variable name conflicts. 

Answer: C 
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